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DIVERGING DIAMOND INTERCHANGES AND OUTCOME ASSESSMENT WITH DRONE VIDEO





















































































































































































































































a) Delta = +0 b) Delta = +10
c) Delta = +20 d) Delta = +30
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To observe the entire interchange, an 
aerial camera was used to record 
operations. The height advantage 
allowed the operations to be observed 
in a single frame. The drone was GPS-
assisted and tethered while flown at an 
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LEGEND               Vehicles from Upstream Thru                 Vehicles from Upstream Ramp
b) Southbound PCD (OL-C)
d) Southbound Flow Profile (OL-C)
a) Northbound PCD (OL-G)
c) Northbound Flow Profile (OL-G)
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a) NB Percent on Green (OL0G)
b) SB Percent on Green (OL-C)
e) Total (OL-G + OL-C) Interchange Percent on Green

























































































































































































































a) NB OL-G Before (12/17) b) SB OL-C Before (12/17)
c) NB OL-G Predicted (12/17) d) SB OL-C Predicted (12/17)









a) 2-Phase Pipe Flow Imbalance b) 3-Phase Pipe Flow Balance
c) 2-Phase Ring Diagram
(CL = 60s, RD = 5s)
d) 3-Phase Ring Diagram
(CL = 90s, RD = 45 s)
e) 2-Phase PCD f) 3-Phase PCD
5 6 7 8 5 6 78
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
∑=88%i) 50% ii) 38%
iii) 50%






















Queuing extends through the upstream 
intersection, blocking entering traffic despite 
serving green time




b) 3-phase start of Holdback (No Internal Queuing) 
Only a couple cars left 
over from the 
previous cycle
Internal storage is 
clear and not 
heavily queued
Holdback phase is keeping 
traffic from arriving on red and 
queuing on the interior
The first car from the upstream 
movement following the holdback phase 
arrives cleanly on green
Both Movements
Movement
